
1200 + 1200
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930 + 870
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X = 1,200     900 (ninda) = 10,800 iku = 10 šar2obverse:

obverse

W 19408,76+
70b + unn. frags.
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reverse:

X

990 + 1410

          2

1280 + 520

          2
X = 1,200     900 (ninda) = 10,800 iku = 10 šar2X

W 19408,76+ represents the earliest known accountants’ school text. The unrealistic practice exercises 

on both surfaces of the tablet, based on slight variations of the multiplication of 1200 x 900 ninda, result 

in an implicit field area of approximately 39 km2, or about 11,500 acres. P. Damerow was the first to recog-

nize the importance of this text.

Peter Damerow and Bob Englund in Heidelberg

Holding on to the grab rail of his somewhat dated Golf GT on our way to Heidelberg in 
the spring of 1985, I asked Peter why he felt he had to drive at such fearful speeds on the 
autobahn. His answer was a lesson in the obvious: “So kommt man schneller an!” (That 
way, you get there faster!). That fl eet trip to collate texts in preparation of our chapter on 
the numerical sign systems of the archaic texts from Uruk (ATU 2, 117-166) resulted in 
many corrections in our preliminary study of the numerical notations on these texts from 
the latter half of the 4th millennium—although the unlimited access to the full collection 
graciously afforded us by Karl-Heinz Deller tested even Peter’s resolve to work his usual 16-
hour days. Surely the most memorable moment was his discovery of the text in the fi gure 
above, W(arka) 19408,76, dating to ca. 3350 BC. I knew that, when the room grew quiet, 
Peter was calculating, and in this case it was no different. As he explained, the text from the 
earliest stage of writing contained several varied multiplicands representing fi eld lengths 
and widths, leading in exercises on obverse and reverse to the same result of an irregularly 
large, but very rounded surface measure notation of 10 Òar2, or ca. 40 km2. This earliest 
known school text in mathematics demonstrated the playful arrangement scribes of the 34th 
century BC had made with their new medium of expression.

Robert K. Englund
UCLA


